Dayton Rugby Grounds
32 Months
This article will highlight some of the many projects completed at Dayton Rugby Grounds
this year. This is all thanks to the hard work and financial backing of your club
membership. We are very lucky to have plumbers, engineers, mechanics, farmers, and other
tradesman that have greatly helped us help us keep our cost down. Special thanks to the 9
Centurions that donate $1000 a year or $84 a month. Please email Chris Schreel to

become a Centurion.
Pitch 1 continues to mature. It gets aerated, rolled, over seeded, and fertilized yearly. We
have leveled and cleaned up the area around pitch 1 and put in a mulch bed for the
bleachers. Big thanks to our awesome Mowing Crew!

Pitch 2 is continuing to develop. Next step is to apply weed killer and continue to over seed
and fertilize. It is flat and green but has weeds and will need another year of maturation.
Expected to be ready for play in Fall 2015 or maybe a 7 tourney in the Summer?!

The most important part of a top tier pitch is water. We are lucky in Ohio to have good rain
but a dry spell can cause grass death and weed promotion. To alleviate that concern we have
purchased a high volume portable sprinkler that can water a pitch in 3 hours total at in 6-8
locations.

We rewired donated 4-foot florescent lights to LED for Club and Changing Room lights and
put in motion sensors to save on utility bills. Then we hung a hanging ceiling in the Club
Room and Changing Room. This was a major project that has really classed up the joint.

Half the planks on the front bridge were replaced and repairs were made to the middle bridge

Mortar Repaired and Painted Back Building

Repair parking lot and fix holes

While not seen, but very well appreciated, the plumbing was completely retrofitted due to
some poor plumbing in the past. This was a major project with many man hours. This
project will secure DRG with good plumbing for years to come.

Additional Project Completed



Additional security including Motion Sensor Lights and lights on timers.





Fill Holes with Dirt
Referee Changing Area

Cut down baseball batters cage poles

Clean and organize building creating changing rooms for men and women and good storage
space.



Property Pick Up sticks, trash, sweep, and organize

Weeding, Week Whacking, Weed Spraying, Creak Clean-out

